
MATT NASH UNIFORM

Premium Workwear, Aprons and Bags
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Matt Nash Uniform pieces wear in, not out.

Where are M.N Uniform 
products made?

Do you create custom 
aprons?

What’s the minimum 
quantity for custom 
orders?

Can I add my logo to my 
apron?

I’m after branded tees, 
shirts and caps to 
complete my uniform - 
do you offer these?

What’s the turn around 
time for custom orders? 

Do you create full 
leather aprons?

Right here in NZ. All of our premium workwear is sewn in Northland 
by our team of experienced machinists.

We sure do. We know each team has a different requirement for 
what they need from an apron, so we use our expertise to devise 
the right apron for you. Start with a current M.N style or have a 
personal consult with us via a phone or video call. We also work 
internationally.

The minimum quantity for custom orders is generally 10 units, but 
get in touch with your specifics for a quote.

Absolutely. We can add your logo using screenprint, embroidery 
or embossed leather for stylish branding. We’ve been working 
with our decorator for the last 10 years and they do beautiful work. 
The minimum quantity for branding is 10 units. We’ll need you to 
provide us with a high quality vector and JPG file. 

Yes, we offer high-quality basics and are able to offer screen 
printing and embroidery services to create consistent branding 
across your uniform.

Once we have confirmation of a final sample and payment, the lead 
time for custom aprons is 1-3 weeks. We know that sometimes 
deadlines are tight so let us know if you need to hit the fast forward 
button and we’ll see what we can do.

We sure do, we’ve created beautiful leather pieces for many clients. 
Our favourite textile to work with is leather. Get in touch with us for 
more information. 

info@mnuniform.com 

0274 161 398

Custom FAQ’S 

Contact
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White
MATERIAL Polyester / Cotton 8.5oz Drill
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 77cm // Length 78cm
FIT Slim cut, shorter fit

Our top selling cross-back apron that 
we have been producing since day 
one. This style is produced in a hard 
wearing and easy-care fabric that 
works hard. The cross-back straps 
feature adjustable bronze hardware 
you can adjust to your perfect fit. A 
roomy double stitched waist pocket 
sits in the middle of the apron as well 
as a chest pocket with our signature 
MN tag. 

M.N Cross-back Apron 
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White
MATERIAL Polyester / Cotton 8.5oz Drill
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 77cm // Length 78cm
FIT Slim cut, shorter fit

Our top selling cross-back apron 
that we have been producing since 
day one. This style is produced in a 
hardwearing and easy-care fabric that 
works hard. The cross-back straps 
feature adjustable bronze hardware 
you can adjust to your perfect fit. A 
roomy double stitched waist pocket 
sits in the middle of the apron as well 
as a chest pocket with our signature 
MN tag. 

M.N Cross-back Apron 
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COLOURS Indigo denim
MATERIAL Japanese 9oz cotton selvedge denim
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 77cm // Length 78cm
FIT Slim cut, shorter fit

This style is produced in a 
hardwearing Japanese indigo denim 
and features a lemon selvedge detail. 
The cross-back straps feature bronze 
hardware that is adjustable to your 
perfect fit. Soft cotton herringbone 
waist ties. Apron includes a roomy 
double stitched hip pocket and chest 
pocket with our signature MN tag.

M.N Denim Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Khaki, Green, Natural, Black
MATERIAL 100% Washed finish 9oz. Linen
SIZE Chest width 22cm // Waist width 92cm // Length 95cm
FIT Longer length, fuller cut through waist

The all rounder M.N Linen apron. This 
apron features an adjustable neck 
strap with bronze hardware. Double 
stitched waist pocket with signature 
MN tag and soft cotton herringbone 
waist ties. All seams are reinforced for 
longevity so you can put your apron to 
hard work.

M.N Linen Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Khaki, Green, Natural, Black
MATERIAL 100% Washed finish 9oz. Linen
SIZE Chest width 22cm // Waist width 92cm // Length 95cm
FIT Longer length, fuller cut through waist

The all rounder M.N Linen apron. This 
apron features an adjustable neck 
strap with bronze hardware. Double 
stitched waist pocket with signature 
M.N tag and soft cotton herringbone 
waist ties. All seams are reinforced for 
longevity so you can put your apron to 
hard work.

M.N Linen Apron
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COLOURS Natural
MATERIAL 15oz Natural Canvas
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 75cm // Length 81cm
FIT Slim cut, shorter fit

A narrower cut apron produced 
in natural canvas. This canvas is 
used to create fine art canvases, 
so is the perfect apron for creating 
in. The fabric will soften with wear 
and breathes beautifully. This style 
features an adjustable neck strap with 
bronze hardware. Single chest pocket 
with signature MN tag and roomy 
waist pocket.   

M.N Natural Canvas Apron
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COLOURS Black
MATERIAL NZ tanned leather
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 75cm // Length 81cm
FIT Shorter and narrower cut

M.N Leather Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White.
MATERIAL Polyester / Cotton 8.5oz drill
SIZE Width 79cm // Length 49cm // Waist tie length 80cm
FIT Slim cut, shorter fit.

Our half apron style has been made 
with feedback from top chefs and 
makers. The cloth is hardwearing 
and easy-care and stands up to hard 
work. Split centered pocket with towel 
loop. Signature MN label on pocket.  
All seams are double stitched and 
reinforced to create a long-lasting 
apron.

M.N Half Apron
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COLOURS Orange, Black, Dark Navy.
MATERIAL 100% Cotton 8.5oz drill
SIZE Chest width 22cm // Waist width 92cm // Length 95cm
FIT Longer length, fuller cut through waist

The essential M.N all-round apron. 
This apron features an adjustable 
neck strap with bronze hardware. 
Split waist pocket with soft cotton 
herringbone waist ties. Reinforced 
seams so you can put your apron to 
hard work.

M.N Classic Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White.
MATERIAL Polyester/Cotton 8.5oz drill
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 93cm // Length 92cm
FIT Longer length, wider fit through body

Our chef style has been made with feedback from 
top chefs and makers. The cloth is hardwearing 
and easy-care and stands up to a kitchen 
environment. The neck strap features adjustable 
bronze hardware so you can achieve your desired 
fit. The wider cut provides better coverage and 
the long waist ties mean the apron can be tied 
at the front or the back. The chest has a wide 
split pocket for sharpies. All seams are double 
stitched and reinforced to create a long-lasting 
apron.

M.N Chef Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White.
MATERIAL Polyester/Cotton 8.5oz drill
SIZE Chest width 23cm // Waist width 77cm // Length 78cm
FIT Classic slim cut, longer length fit. 

The perfect Potters’ apron. The apron 
is made in hard wearing and easy care 
machine washable poly/cotton drill . 
A split chest pocket and a hip pocket 
provides room for your tools or phone. 
A center front split provides ease of 
movement and gives you great leg 
coverage while allowing you to get 
close your work. The neck strap with 
adjustable bronze hardware helps you 
achieve your desired fit.

M.N Potters Apron
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COLOURS Navy, Khaki Green, Natural, Black, Orange Drill.
MATERIAL 100% Washed finish 9oz Linen
SIZE Chest width 20cm // Waist width 59cm // Length 65cm
FIT Classic slim cut, mid length fit. 

A scaled down version of everyone’s 
favourite M.N Classic apron. This 
kids style features an adjustable neck 
strap with bronze hardware to allow 
for growing kids. The style features 
soft waist ties & large waist pocket. 
Machine washable.

M.N Junior Apron
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COLOURS As the bag is screen printed, you can select your own colour
MATERIAL 15oz heavy cotton canvas
SIZE Width 35cm // Depth 20cm // Height 38cm // Strap length 54cm
FIT N/A

The perfect market bag. Water based 
eco-friendly print that will soften with 
wear. Fully lined interior with internal 
YKK zip pocket. Soft cotton webbing 
straps. Printed and handmade in New 
Zealand.

M.N Market Bag
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COLOURS Black, Natural Canvas, Navy.
MATERIAL 15oz. heavy cotton canvas
SIZE One Size
FIT A slightly oversized bag that makes the perfect daily carry.

The M.N carryall is the perfect utility 
bag or baby bag. The 15 oz. canvas 
is soft but hardwearing. The bag 
features concealed side pockets and 
a front and back pocket. The bag is 
lined with easy clean poly/cotton drill 
and features a YKk zipper pocket 
and signature lucky coin. All seams 
are sewn on a walking foot machine 
offering a heavy gauge stitch that will 
see you using your bag for years. 

M.N Carry-all Bag
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COLOURS Dark Navy, Olive, Orange, Black.
MATERIAL 100% Cotton 9.5oz Drill
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Unisex regular fitting jacket with an unstructured straight fit.

The Standard Jacket features a 
straight hem, two waist pockets 
and one internal and external chest 
pocket. Front corozo button closure, 
Signature M.N lucky coin. Back neck 
diagonal hanging loop. Contrast bar-
tack detail to reinforce all pockets.

M.N Chore Coat
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COLOURS Dark Navy, Olive, Orange, Black.
MATERIAL 100% Cotton 9.5oz Drill
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Unisex regular fitting jacket with an unstructured straight fit.

The RS Coat features a straight hem, 
two waist pockets and one internal 
and external chest pocket. Front 
corozo button closure, Signature 
M.N lucky coin. Back neck diagonal 
hanging loop. Contrast bar-tack detail 
to reinforce all pockets. Back vent for 
movement when coat is buttoned up.

M.N RS Coat
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COLOURS Dark Navy, Olive, Orange, Black.
MATERIAL 100% Cotton 9.5oz Drill
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Regular fit lower body with slightly oversized upper body and sleeve for 
 movement

        
The coveralls features a relaxed fit 
upper body with darted sleeve detail 
at the shoulder. Twin stitched waist 
and back pockets with large lower 
front pockets.  An elasticated waist 
gives a tailored feel.  YKK zip closing 
down centre front.  Signature M.N 
lucky coin and M.N tag on chest 
pocket. Back neck hanging loop.

M.N Womens Coveralls
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COLOURS Navy Stripe
MATERIAL Medium weight
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Relaxed fit shirt

The LD shirt features a flat collar and 
a single chest pocket. The sides of 
the shirt and hem are straight for a 
relaxed fit. The shirt features a centre 
back pleat with hanging loop. Natural 
corozo nut buttons on the square cuff 
and centre front.  

M.N LD Shirt
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COLOURS Dark Navy, Olive, Orange, Black.
MATERIAL 100% Cotton 9.5oz drill
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Regular fit pant

The MN work pant styles itself on 
classic work pant. The leg cut is 
regular and the waistband is higher 
rise. The front pocket are patch 
pockets and double stitched for 
strength. The pants have a YKK zip 
closing and pack jean style pockets. 
The back waistband is elasticated for 
comfort so they are comfortable  to 
wear all day.

M.N Workpant
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COLOURS Navy, Khaki Green, Natural, Black.
MATERIAL 100% Washed finish 9oz. Linen
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Relaxed fit based on a classic shirt, designed to be worn open.

When you don’t want to wear an 
apron, the utility shirt offers you 
loads of practicality.  Twin front waist 
pockets, scalloped hem, soft cotton 
herringbone waist ties to control the 
fit when tied at the back.

M.N Linen Utility Shirt
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COLOURS Navy, Sand, Grey, Charcoal, Bottle Green, Black, Orange, White.
MATERIAL Polyester/Cotton 8.5oz. Drill
SIZE S, M, L, XL
FIT Relaxed fit based on a classic shirt, designed to be worn open.

When you don’t want to wear an 
apron, the utility shirt offers you 
loads of practicality. Twin front waist 
pockets, scalloped hem, soft cotton 
herringbone waist ties to control the 
fit when tied at the back.

M.N Cotton Utility Shirt
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New Zealand Leather. 
All trims available in Black, 
Natural and Brown.

Soft touch 100% Cotton 
Herringbone tape woven in 
Onehunga, Auckland.
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You won’t find any overlocking in 
M.N Uniform products // We use 
tailoring techniques like double 
folding seams, a construction 
technique that means all the raw 
edges are sewn into the garment 
for a more premium and hard-
wearing finish.

Solid bronze hardware.  
All Eyelets used on MN  
goods are marine grade. 
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